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Abstract: 
 

In this study, audio and screen captures of lectures were pre-recorded and converted 
to "enhanced podcasts", a combination of pictures and audio segmented into chapters 
allowing easy navigation, and to 3gp video files suitable for viewing on mobile 
phones. The podcasts allowed students to download the files and view them on desktop 
computers, iPods or mobile phones. The lecture casts were used in two courses, one 
where they were the only lecturing method, and another where the same lectures were 
also given as traditional classroom lectures. The results show this was highly 
appreciated, mainly for the flexibility of not having to be at a specific time at a specific 
place, for the possibility to repeat relevant parts and the combination of synchronized 
audio and images. The interest for mobile use was high. 

 
1 Introduction 
 
Connectivity and access to information anywhere, anytime is part of the landscape of new 
university students. However, this landscape of technology has not yet had a significant 
impact on higher education. Didactics still relies on students being at a specific place at a 
specific time to “learn” knowledge “transmitted” by a teacher. In this study, the overall aim 
has been to use technology to support "educational time- and place shifting". The wikipedia 
definitions of time shifting is "… the recording of programming to a storage medium to be 
viewed or listened to at a time more convenient to the consumer" [1], and the wikipedia 
definition of place shifting is "… watching or listening to live, recorded or stored media on a 
remote device via the internet or over a data network"[2]. In this paper, educational time 
shifting will be defined as "the possibility to perform a learning activity when you want", and 
educational place shifting will be defined as "the possibility to perform a learning activity 
where you want". Combined, educational time- and placeshifting will allow students to study 
both when and where they want, instead of having restrictions of when and where to learn, 
make education more flexible and accessible to diverse learning styles.  
 
Honey describes "learning styles" as a "description of the attitudes and behaviours that 
determine our preferred way of learning" [3]. The Dunn and Dunn Learning Styles Model  [4] 
consists of a number of components that should be considered for learners. These are 
summarized by Yau and Joy [5] as: 
• Environmental – Sound/Noise Level, Temperature, Light, Seating, Layout of 

Room/Location.  
• Emotional – Motivation, Degree of Responsibility, Persistence and Need for Structure.  
• Physical – Modality Preferences i.e. for visual, auditory, kinaesthetic/tactile learning, 

Intake (Food and Drink), Time of Day, Mobility.  
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• Sociology – Learning Groups, Help/Support from authoring figures, working alone/with 
peers, motivation from parent/teacher.  

• Personality – Anxious/Depressed, Somatic Complaints, Aggressive Behaviour, Attention 
Problems, Thought Problems, Delinquent Behaviour (Cheats, Lies, Play Truant), Social 
Problems.  

  
Many of these components have relevance when educational time- and placeshifting is 
considered. The environmental component can be very different when new possibilities opens 
up, where studying in a classroom, at home in bed or on a bus are some examples. The degree 
of motivation and responsibility is important with increased freedom. The modality 
component which includes time of day is naturally of great importance, as well as whether 
learning content is available as text, video or audio. Learning in groups can be difficult if 
group members are not at the same place at the same time, and finally attention problems 
must be considered when studying in noisy environments. What is clear is that all students are 
different, and have different conditions under which they learn best. While increased 
flexibility might not be the answer to better learning for all students, it is likely that it is the 
answer for some or even many students. 
 
One part of many courses today that is very inflexible is the lecture, which will be the focus of 
this paper. Students are required to be at a specific time at a specific place for a fixed number 
of hours. There are no means for the individual students to make pauses if they are starting to 
get unfocused, to review parts they didn't understand or to take the lecture at a different time 
or place if there are problems attending. Recording the lectures, and making them available to 
the students could be a way to solve this. Recorded lectures in itself is nothing new. The first 
university course in programming I took in 1989 was a course based on video recordings from 
lectures at MIT1. However, producing and distributing such lectures was both difficult and 
expensive. The production required camera operators recording video and audio streams of 
the lecturer, capturing output from computers screen, editing and finally making and 
distributing video tape copies. Furthermore, if not each and every single student received a 
copy of the video tapes, arrangements had to be made to watch the video tapes together in a 
classroom, which correspondingly had to be e equipped with suitable video and audio 
equipment. This would require the students to be at a specific time at a specific place, with all 
other inflexibility aspects mentioned above, thus in effect making the lecture as inflexible as 
before, and indeed even more so since the interaction with the lecturer was lost. 
 
Today however, the same functionality can be achieved by lecture casting [6] where the 
distribution is done through the Internet rather than video tapes, and the lectures are watched  
or listened to on desktop computers or portable media players. Capturing computer screen 
output and audio along with timing information about slide transitions can now be done 
easily, using suitable software and a microphone, but capturing a video stream of the lecturer 
greatly increases the difficulty of producing the lecture casts. However, the need for using a 
video stream of the lecturer is questionable. According to Hürst and Waizenegger, video 
stream in practice often becomes just a "talking head", which adds very little to the learning 
experience [6]. Instead, the audio stream is considered to be most important followed by the 
text shown on slides, with a video of the lecturer as a possible but seldom necessary 
complement [6]. Combined, these factors makes the previously difficult task of recording and 
distributing lectures much simpler, requiring only a desktop computer, suitable (cheap) 
software and a microphone for production, and a web server for the distribution, at least as 
long as a video stream is not considered important. 

                                                 
1 http://www.swiss.ai.mit.edu/classes/6.001/abelson-sussman-lectures/ 
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Lecture casting like this, where the students watch the lectures on a desktop computer, allows 
for educational time shifting as described above, but not educational place shifting. The 
students still needs to have access to a computer. Podcasting2, on the other hand, which has 
recently been the focus of much attention [7][8][9] in form of teachers recording the audio of 
their lectures and then publishing them as podcasts, makes the content available anywhere, 
anytime as long as the students has access to an iPod. The audio podcasts which are still most 
common, lack the textual information often accompanying a lecture, something which is 
present in many other solutions for lecture casts, like Marratech . However, the newer iPods 
with picture and video functionality can show video podcasts, and enhanced podcasts[6]. In 
these, pictures can be displayed along with audio with the further addition of chapters, making 
it easy to navigate back and forth through the podcast. The possibility to listen and watch 
podcasts on desktop computers makes them more usable in regular higher education courses 
where the students can be expected to have access to desktop computers with high-speed 
Internet connections, even if they don't have access to iPods. 
 
Yet, for mobility purposes, the most useful platform would be to use mobile phones to view 
and listen to such lecture casts since mobile phones are now considered to be ubiquitous with 
2.6 billion connections in the world [10], as compared to the internet users in the world 
currently numbering about 1.1 billion [11]. For this purpose, enhanced podcasts can be 
converted to 3gp video files, adapted for viewing on mobile phones. Such files however lack 
the navigation possibilities of enhanced podcasts. 
 
Some benefits of implementing lecture casting as described above are the possibility of 
chunking the otherwise rigid two hour lectures into more flexible units or learning objects, the 
ease of navigating between chapters or slides in each lecture and the possibility of students 
learning anywhere, anytime where "micro learning"3 opportunities appear. Furthermore, 
distribution of multimedia content, an area in which podcasts excel, makes new pedagogical 
approaches possible like requiring student to prepare before a lecture by watching certain 
content before a lecture, thus making it easier to have more interactive sessions than the 
traditional "transmission of knowledge lecture". There might however also be disadvantages, 
like the students skipping classes since the content is available anyhow, and the loss of 
interaction otherwise possible during lectures. 
 
This paper describes an attempt to provide students with both enhanced podcasts for viewing 
lecture casts on iPods and desktop computers, and 3gp4 files for viewing lecture casts on 
mobile phones.  
 
We had a number of criteria for these lecture casts. They should firstly be both easy to 
produce for a teacher and easy to consume for students. Furthermore they should be viewable 
on desktop computers running Windows or Mac OS X, and on as many portable devices as 
possible. Finally, there should preferably be good navigation possibilities allowing students to 
rapidly access exactly the information they want, and to skim, skip or repeat different parts. 

1.1 Research questions 
 
In this paper we investigate a number of research questions 

                                                 
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Podcast 
3 http://www.microlearning.org/ 
4 http://www.3gpp.org/ 
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• How useful do students perceive lecture castings to be? 
• Do they want to use them on mobile devices, and in that case in which situations? 
• How important is it not having to be at a specific place at a specific time? 
• How important is the possibility to navigate in the lecture? 
• How do students use the lecture casts? To prepare for lectures, to replace lectures or to 

replay lectures? 
• How important are text, audio and video considered to be? 

 
2 Design 
 
The experiment was conducted in two courses, with a third course not using the podcasts, but 
with the exact same content, used as reference. All were programming courses covering the 
same material, relying of lectures covering the relevant areas, and programming assignments 
covering the areas in the lectures. 
 
In course A with 51 students studying on an M. Sc. Programme in media technology, the 
students were located at a campus in another city. In this course only an introductory lecture 
was given face-to-face, the rest of the lectures were provided only as enhanced podcasts. 
There were two course assistants available at lab assignments, who could answer questions, 
and a discussion forum was set up where students could ask each other and teachers 
questions. Chat-sessions were organized but used only by a few students. Questions were also 
answered by mail. 
 
Course B with 24 students studying on a B.Sc. programme in media technology, was a 
traditional campus based course. In this course, the enhanced podcasts were provided as 
complements to the ordinary lectures, and the same setup regarding discussion forum, course 
assistants and mail answering as in course A was used, but not including the chat-sessions.  
 
Course C with 44 students studying on a M.Sc. programme in media technology, was a 
traditional campus based course, using the same lectures, powerpoints, programming 
assignments discussion forum and course assistants as course B, but without the use of 
podcasts. 
 
Pdf handouts of the PowerPoint lecture files were provided in all courses. The pdf- and 
podcast files were not all provided at the beginning of the courses, but were instead 
distributed during the course at a suitable pace. For course B and C, the files were distributed 
about 1 day before the corresponding lecture. 
 
At the end of course A and B, the students were asked to answer anonymous questionnaires 
about their experiences with the podcasts. I course A with 51 students, 49 completed the 
course on time. 44 of these students answered the questionnaire, and of these 42 had used the 
podcasts. In course B with 24 students, 23 completed the course on time, 19 answered the 
questionnaire and of these 16 had used the podcasts. In course C with 44 students, only 27 
completed the course on time. 
 
The questionnaire contained a mix of quantitative questions, summarized in Table 1, and of 
free text answers. The PowerPoint slides used in course B and C the previous year were 
adapted to be suitable for enhanced podcasts, adapting font sizes and format, and then used in 
both course A and B. The lecture casts were pre-recorded using ProfCast5, edited using 
                                                 
5 http://www.profcast.com/ 
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Garageband6 and published using ProfCast. Each lecture was then converted to 3gp video 
format, suitable for playback on mobile phones, using QuickTime Pro and placed on a web 
page for further download. Pdf-files of the PowerPoint presentations were also made available 
by download. The students were notified of new content by email and/or SMS. 
 
Students could view the content of the lecture casts on desktop computers at home or at their 
university, or on iPods, using either iTunes or other podcasting software to subscribe to, 
download and view the podcasts. They could also download the files manually from a web 
browser and open them in a media player like QuickTime, or download the 3gp files and 
transfer them to their mobile phones. 
 
3 Technical overview 
 
RSS (Really Simple Syndication) is a technology for aggregating media content, where 
publishers easily can inform consumers of new content. It is commonly used by newspapers, 
on blogs and in many other contexts. The consumer either installs a dedicated RSS reader on 
their computers or uses an ordinary web browser. Either way, the consumers can easily see 
when new content has been published in any their subscribed RSS feeds. For each entry, the 
consumer can see the title and often a summary of the content, and based on that decide on 
whether to go to the corresponding web page containing the full content. 
 
Podcasts are RSS feeds with the addition that the content does not have to be a web page, but 
can be any file. Originally it was used to distribute audio files, which could be played on 
iPods (hence the name), but are today also used to distribute video, documents or any kind of 
file. In this study we have used enhanced podcasts to distribute files of the m4b format which 
are capable of showing pictures, which are synchronized with audio, with the further addition 
of chapters allowing easy navigation within the file. Figure 1 shows an example of such a file 
played as an external window using Apple's iTunes software (left) and using Apples 
QuickTime (right). In the QuickTime screen dump, the chapters are also shown. 
 

 
Figure 1. Lecture cast shown in iTunes and Quicktime as external windows, the QuickTime window showing the navigation 

made possible by chapters. 

                                                 
6 http://www.apple.com/garageband/ 
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To subscribe to these enhanced podcasts, the students were encouraged to use Apple's iTunes 
software, which is very well adapted for this, even though other solutions are possible. Figure 
2 shows a lecture being played in iTunes, where the name of the enhanced podcast is 
"Dokumentstrukturer" as shown on the right, along with the name of the episode ("XSL-FO"), 
the length of the episode and it's publication date. By double clicking on the preview at 
bottom left, an external window is opened as shown to the left of Figure 1. The chapters are 
available in a menu not shown in the figure. 
 

 
Figure 2. iTunes playing a lecture from an enhanced podcast. 

One advantage of using iTunes over other kinds of software is the simplicity of synchronizing 
the podcasts with an iPod. Synchronizing content with a mobile phone is more difficult, 
requiring a specific solution for each mobile phone, often involving manually moving the files 
using the phone's synchronization software. 
 
In Figure 3, the resulting 3gp files are show when played on a SonyEricsson P990i mobile 
phone. Since the graphics of enhanced podcasts are quadratic, the full width of the screen is 
not used. The fonts used are 44 pt Arial Black for the title and 32-36 pt Verdana for the rest of 
the text. The text is clearly readable in full-screen mode as shown to the left, and readable 
when media player controls are shown as in the picture right. The smaller size, as shown in 
the picture to the right, is effectively about 180x180 pixels, making it the size most modern 
phones today would be capable of showing.  
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Figure 3. Pictures captured with a camera of podcasts shown on a SonyEricsson P990i phone, shown to scale. To the left in 
full screen mode giving an effective size of the graphics of 240x240 pixels, to the right with an effective screen size of the 

graphics of 180x180 pixels.  

3.1 Content production 
 
A production flow for making and publishing the files was designed. The most time-
consuming step was to adapt the PowerPoint files used in the courses a suitable format, since 
for these courses it often required splitting the content of one slide into two to fit the content 
into slides with large enough font sizes. However, the slides originally contained lots of text 
with smaller font size than what is usually recommended for PowerPoint presentations, where 
the general recommendation is to use at least 24 pt font size [12]. For presentations following 
these guidelines the time for adapting the slides should be substantially reduced. Recording 
the lecture generally took less time than giving the corresponding lecture in the classroom, 
with a little extra time added for postprocessing and publishing. Exporting the lectures to 3gp 
video files was easy using the standard settings of QuickTime Pro, creating file with sizes of 
about 1MB per ten minutes of lecture. 
 
Slides should be quadratic to work best in iPods. Verdana of about 32-26 points works well, 
and is readable down to about 24 points on full-size iPods, but larger fonts are required if the 
podcasts should be readable on iPod Nano or on mobile phones with normal or small screens. 
 
4 Results 
 
A total of 63 students answered the questionnaires, constituting 88% of the students 
completing the courses and 84% of the students starting the courses. 5 of these students didn't 
use the podcasts, and thereby were not presented with the questions of their use of the 
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podcasts, accounting in most cases for the entries in the "Unanswered" column. For 
hypothetical questions, like questions 5 and 6 they were given the possibility to answer.  
Table 1 shows a summary of the answer to the quantitative questions in the questionnaire 
common to both course A and B. 

Table 1. Summaries of questionnaire results, showing the number of students giving a certain answer to a question (n=63). 
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Category/question
Navigation

1 5 0 0 0 17 41
To be able to go back to parts of the podcasts you didn't understand 
is very important.

2 5 1 0 5 28 24
To be able to immediately go to the parts of the lectures you want 
information on is very important.

3 5 0 1 0 27 30
To be able to go forward, backward and "jump" between images in 
a podcast is very important.
Mobility

4 6 0 2 8 21 26

The possibility to access a lecture podcast without having to be at a 
specific place at a specific time (like regular lectures) is very 
important.

5 3 2 9 12 17 20

I would be very interested in watching lecture podcasts on an 
iPod/mobile phone on "waste time", like when waiting for a 
commuter train, traveling on a train or bus etc (givet that I owned 
suitable equipment).

6 3 5 11 12 27 4

I would be very interested in being able to watch podcasts in my 
mobile phone, even if the possibility to jump between different 
images didn't exist, in effect making the entire lecture an ordinary 
video file.

7 53 2 2 0 2 3 I believe it was very useful to watch podcasts in my iPod.
Pedagogy

8 5 5 16 14 14 9
It is very important to also have a regular lecture about the same 
topic as the podcast.

9 5 1 13 15 24 5
Not being able to immediately ask questions to the lecturer is a 
very big disadvantage with podcasts.

10 6 0 8 15 20 14
To have the possibility to ask questions to the lecturer at regular 
lectures is very important.
Podcast functionality

11 5 42 11 2 0 3
The podcasts would have worked just as well using only sound 
(without images).

12 5 14 21 16 6 0
The podcasts would have been much better if they also had 
included a video showing the lecturer when he (I) talked.
Summary

13 5 0 2 7 26 23 I believe podcasts are very useful.
14 5 6 11 26 8 7 In summary, I prefer podcasts over regular lectures.

4.1 Technical obstacles 
 
The 3gp files for mobile phones was used very little by the students for a number of reasons. 
The main difficulty was the transfer of the files to the mobile phones. Doing this using the 
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data transfer capabilities offered by 3g or gprs phones would have been expensive so few 
students could be expected to do that, and using the synchronizing software bundled with 
most phones requires relatively much work. These problems can be solved in the future where 
wlan is built in more phones and when flat fee rates for data transfer over mobile networks 
become more common. Also, podcasting solutions for mobile phones are starting to become 
available7, ,8 9, simplifying the process of transferring the files to the mobile phones. 
 
Other difficulties were discovered with the playback possibilities of the phones. While most 
phones today support playback of 3gp videos, this proved to be a major obstacle, where many 
phones did not snow the graphics at all, and other phones didn't change graphics at the correct 
times. Furthermore, the slides were optimized for the relatively high-resolution display of 
iPods, making the text to small to read on many phones today. 
 
Some students didn't want to install iTunes and used the podcasts in QuickTime Player 
instead. While this is possible, some of the simplicity of content distribution offered is lost. 

4.2 Navigation 
 
The division of podcasts into chapters, allowing easy navigation between the different parts of 
the lecture, is the main difference between an enhanced podcast and a video podcast, along 
with the much smaller file size. This possibility was considered very important by the students 
as shown in the results from questionnaire questions 1-3 in Table 1. To proposition 1, "To be 
able to go back to parts of the podcasts you didn't understand is very important.", all students 
either agreed (29%) or strongly agreed (71%), showing a very strong interest in 
viewing/listening to podcasts several times. In combination with questions 2, where most 
students agreed (48%) or strongly agreed (41%) that it was very important to immediately be 
able to go to specific parts of the lecture, and question 3 where almost all students agreed 
(47%) or strongly agreed (52%) that it was very important to be able to navigate back and 
forth, and jump between chapters in a podcast, this indicates very strongly that the 
navigational possibilities offered by enhanced podcasts are very important. 
 
Even so, the answers to question 6 where students were asked if they were interested in 
watching podcasts on their mobile phones even without the navigational capabilities offered 
by chapters, showed a relatively strong interest in watching podcasts even if these 
navigational possibilities didn't exist. A majority either agreed (46%) or strongly agreed (7%), 
fewer disagreed (19%) or strongly disagreed (8%) while the remainder (20%) neither agreed 
nor disagreed. One interpretation is that the navigational possibilities are considered very 
important, and should be used if the possibility exists, but that the mobility offered by mobile 
phones is important enough for most students to use podcasts even without navigational 
possibilities. 

4.3 Podcasts as lecture replacements 
 
In course B, where regular lectures were also given, the students were asked how they had  
used the podcasts. As seen in Table 2, most students used the podcasts as lecture replacement 
at least sometimes, and 6 out of 16 always used them as lecture replacements. Similar results 
were given regarding whether they used the podcasts to repeat lecture content, but very few 

                                                 
7 http://mediatoob.com/ 
8 http://www.pod2mob.com/ 
9 http://www.mobilcast.com/ 
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used them to prepare before a lecture. However, since many students actually never went to 
lectures using the podcasts as replacements and since no new content was covered at the 
lectures, that is not surprising. 
 

Table 2. Summaries of questionnaire results specific for course B. 

 

Always Often Sometimes Never
I used the podcasts as lecture replacements. 6 2 4 4
I used the podcasts to prepare for the regular lectures. 1 0 5 10
I used the podcasts to go back and repeat lecture content. 4 2 6 4

For the five lectures in this course, the number of students attending dropped constantly. For 
the first introductory lecture, where the students were introduced to the concept of enhanced 
podcasts, 16 students attended. For the subsequent lectures, the number of students attending 
dropped to 8, 5, 4 and 4 respectively. 

4.4 Interactivity 
 
One of the negative aspects of podcasting is the decrease in interaction, since the lecture casts 
are most often viewed alone. Questions 9 and 10  concerned if the lack of possibilities to 
immediately ask questions to the lecturer was a major disadvantage with podcasts. Question 
10 had a positive wording, where the questions was whether it was very important to be able 
to ask questions to the lecturer at lectures, where more than half of the students agreed (35%) 
or strongly agreed (25%), whereas question 9 had a negative wording asking whether it was a 
big disadvantage not to be able to immediately ask questions to the lecturer, where exactly 
half of the students either agreed (41%) or strongly agreed (9%). Question 9 asked if it was 
considered very important to have a regular lecture about the same topic as the podcast. The 
positive and negative replies were roughly equal where 16% strongly agreed, 24% agreed, 
24% neither agreed nor disagreed, 28% disagreed and 9% strongly disagreed.  
 
Most of the negative comments concerned the decreased possibilities of interaction with the 
teacher, like asking spontaneous questions. In course A, attempts were made to compensate 
for this; a number of scheduled hours where the lecturer was available for chat discussions 
were organized but only a few students took advantage of these. More successful were the 
discussion forum available in all three courses, where students could post questions, which 
were answered by the lecturer, lecture assistants or other students. Finally, a number of 
questions were handled using email. 

4.5 Audio, video or audio/still-images  
 
As seen by the answers to question 11 in Table 1, almost all students either strongly disagreed 
(72%) or disagreed (19%) with the proposition that podcasts would have worked just as well 
using only sound without images, strongly suggesting the combination of pictures and audio 
is very good. To the proposition that "the podcasts would have been much better if they also 
had included a video showing the lecturer when he talked", the results were in line with the 
previous results shown discussed in the introduction, namely that such a video is not 
important for a majority.  Only 11% agreed to the proposition, while 25% strongly disagreed, 
37% disagreed and 28% neither agreed nor disagreed. 
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4.6 Mobile use 
Questions 4 – 7 concerned the increased flexibility and mobility offered by podcasts, used 
either for the limited time- and placeshifting offered by watching enhanced podcasts on 
desktop computers, or the complete time- and placeshifting offered by watching enhanced 
podcasts on iPods or mobile phones. Question 4, where students were asked if they 
considered not having to be at a specific place at a specific time to be very important, showed 
the flexibility offered over regular lectures was of high importance.  Most students either 
agreed (37%) or strongly agreed (46%) that this was very important. 
 
Most of the free text comments on positive aspects of podcasting were related to this 
increased freedom. As put by one student, "It is very good to be able to watch the lecture 
podcasts when you want, and thereby plan your time a bit more freely. It is also very good 
that you thereby 'can't miss' any lectures.", by another "The best thing is that you can see the 
lecture whenever you want, and twice if need be" and by a third "That you can see a podcast 
or a part of a podcast several times is very good. If you didn't understand the first time, you 
can always read in the book and then listen again". One final comment by a student covers 
several important aspects: "Podcasts have big advantages when you work in parallel in several 
projects, and therefore have to skip some lectures. Podcasts covers something I believe is 
missing in several other courses; to be able to go back and review lecture content afterwards. 
Often you are not quite ready to absorb all the knowledge at a lecture with unknown content, 
therefore it is great that you can watch the content twice. Furthermore you can pause and 
complement with literature for a deeper understanding, everything in the peace and quiet of 
home, with a cup of coffee at hand, which is very rewarding for a student under pressure." 
 
Only two of the free text answers given on negative aspects were related to the increased 
freedom, one meaning that "Since this was new and I am used to go to lectures, I didn't 
always take the time to watch them since the information was available all the time. I missed 
more lectures now than I would have if they had been regular lectures", an another stating that 
"It is unavoidable that your (the listeners) ability to concentrate isn't as good if you sit at home 
watching a podcast as if you are at school being 'forced' to stay awake. It is hard to ignore 
how inviting the bed or the TV looks like". These two comments relate to the emotional and 
personality components of the Dunn and Dunn learning style model discussed in the 
introduction. 
 
A number of important categories for which the students believe time- and placeshifting 
capabilities are good can be found by the free text answers. 

• That the student for some reason can't be at the lecture such as when lectures in 
different courses take place at the same time. 

• That you can "take" a lecture when you want, instead of when you must. 
• That you can repeat parts you did't understand. 

 
The results regarding time- and placeshifting above mainly involve the desktop use of 
podcasting, since that was the most common use. Two hypothetical questions about using 
mobile devices for consuming the podcasts were also asked. Question 8, where the students 
were asked if they "would be very interested in watching lecture podcasts on an iPod/mobile 
phone on 'waste time', like when waiting for a commuter train, traveling on a train or bus etc 
(givet that they owned suitable equipment)", indicated their interest was very high, as seen in 
Figure 4 , where most students either agreed (28%) or strongly agreed (33%). 
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Figure 4. Student responses to the proposition "I would be very interested in watching lecture podcasts on an iPod/mobile 
phone on 'waste time', like when waiting for a commuter train, traveling on a train or bus etc (givet that I owned suitable 

equipment)." (n=63)  

Despite the importance of being able to navigate back and forth in the material, as shown in 
section 4.2, there was also a high interest in watching the podcasts on mobile phones even 
without the navigational possibilities offered by enhanced podcasts, as seen in figure Figure 5, 
where most students either agreed (46%) or strongly agreed (7%) to the proposition that "I 
would be very interested in being able to watch podcasts in my mobile phone, even if the 
possibility to jump between different images didn't exist, in effect making the entire lecture an 
ordinary video file." 
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Figure 5. Student responses to the proposition "I would be very interested in being able to watch podcasts in my mobile 

phone, even if the possibility to jump between different images didn't exist, in effect making the entire lecture an ordinary 
video file. " (n=62)  

Finally, those students who owned iPods were asked of their use, but the few number of 
students who did own video capable iPods make the quantitative answers statistically very 
unreliable. A total of 11 students owned a video iPod. Three of these didn't try the podcasts on 
their iPod because they didn't feel a need to, and three owned an iPod Nano with a smaller 
screen, for which the podcasts were not adapted. Of the remaining 5 students, 3 "strongly 
agreed" with the statement "I believe it was very useful to see podcasts in my iPod", and 2 
agreed to the same statement. Of these five users, all used the podcast on waste time, like 
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when travelling by bus or train. Three students also used them at home, two of which watched 
them in bed before going to sleep. On the question about what advantages they saw with 
watching podcasts on an iPod instead of a desktop computer, the mobility was as expected 
considered very important. One student said it "… could be quite tiring concentrating by a 
computer without doing other things at the same time" and one believed it was less tiring 
watching an podcast on an iPod for a long time, than watching the same podcast on a desktop 
computer. 
 
All comments on negative aspects make by the iPod users concerned difficulties with the 
small fonts, indicating that "just readable" is not good enough, and that larger fonts should be 
used if possible. 

4.7 Learning outcomes 
 
With the results from the courses at hand, it appears good learning was indeed made possible 
using enhanced podcasts either as replacements or complements to ordinary lectures. In 
course A, 49 of 51 enrolled students completed the course on time, and in course B, 23 of the 
24 students completed the course on time, both results which are exceptionally high for a non-
mandatory course. In comparison, in course C which used only face-to-face lectures only 27 
of 44 students completed the course on time. 
 
While several other factors could have affected these figures, it at least appears that the use of 
podcasts instead of ordinary lectures did not decrease the possibilities for students to complete 
the course. 

4.8 Summative results 
 
The two final questions in concern the usefulness of the podcasts. Question 13 asks if the 
students "… belive the podcasts are very useful". The vast majority either agreed (45%) or 
strongly agreed (40%), few disagreed (3%) while the remainder (12%) neither agreed nor 
disagreed. In question 14, enhanced podcasts were matched against regular lectures with the 
phrasing "In summary, I prefer podcasts over regular lectures".  The distribution of answers 
was relatively evenly distributed. 12% strongly agreed, 14% agreed, the majority consisting of 
45% neither agreed nor disagreed, 19% disagreed and finally 10% strongly disagreed. Finally, 
the students were requested to grade the course as a whole on a scale of 1-5, 5 being the 
highest. In course A, the average grade was 4.2 in course B it was 4.6 and in course C it was 
4.3. All these figures are very high compared to other courses, indicating the students were 
quite satisfied with the courses. 
 
5 Summary and discussion 
 
For these courses, enhanced podcasts worked very well. The students appreciated the podcasts 
and successfully completed the course.  
 
The first research question was "How useful do students perceive lecture castings to be", 
which was answered in question 13, where 85% of the students agreed or strongly agreed that 
the podcasts were "very useful". 
 
The second research question was "Do the students want to use them on mobile devices and in 
that case in which situations", which was discussed in section 4.6. Most students were very 
interested in watching podcatst on their mobile devices on "waste time", like when travelling 
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on a bus or train, and most students were also interested in watching podcasts on their mobile 
phone even without the navigational possibilities offered by enhanced podcasts. The few 
number of students owning video iPods made the answers to the questions about the students' 
actual mobile use of the podcasts statistically unsafe, but it appears that studying on "waste 
time" while travelling was most important and that using the podcasts on iPods was indeed 
very useful. Due to the ubiquity of mobile phones, they would be the best platform for content 
delivery, but the small screen size and the difficulties still present in transferring the content 
to the phones makes this difficult in most courses and with most students today. However, the 
trend of better phones with higher resolution displays, along with flat fees for data transfer 
and the addition of podcasting software for mobile phones makes these limitations possible to 
overcome. 
 
The flexibility offered by not having to be at a specific place at a specific time was clearly 
very important, as shown by the answers to question 4 discussed in section 4.6. In 
combination with the willingness by several students to use enhanced podcasts as lecture 
replacements, the possibility of using these in pure distance education courses opens up. In 
addition, such podcasts could become an important part of "Open Educational Resources", a 
topic currently receiving much interest [13], where universities can share educational content. 
 
To the question of how important the navigational capability of enhanced podcasts was, there 
appears to be strong evidence to support this as a very important feature as discussed in 
section 4.2, but that mobile use of the podcasts even without navigational capabilities was 
something the students still wanted. 
 
The study also confirmed previous results, namely that audio and graphics are much more 
important than just audio or video. 
 
From the university and teacher point of view it is very important that the process of 
producing and distributing the lecture casts is simple. Using the scheme used in this course 
was quite simple, but can still be too technical for many teachers. Future products, like the 
upcoming Podcast Producer, which will be a part of the next server version of Mac OS X, will 
simplify this process further. When properly set up, the teacher is only required to start and 
stop the recording using a web browser, and the publishing for different platforms then 
follows automatically. 
 
The question of best pedagogical approach remains to be answered, and probably there is no 
single answer. In this study, the content was pre-recorded which would allow for new 
pedagogical approaches, where the students are required to have watched the lecture cast 
before the lecture, thus making it possible to have more interactive sessions discussing the 
material instead of traditional transmission-of-knowledge lectures. Giving lectures just the 
same way as always, with the addition of recording and distributing them is another option. 
This allows students to go back and review lectures, but misses the point of allowing them to 
prepare ahead of the lecture. This is the option requiring least work by the teacher, especially 
if an effective workflow is set up, and would probably be the easiest way to introduce 
podcasts both to teachers and students. 
 
Future work could include doing similar studies on other kinds of courses for other kinds of 
students. Since all students studied media technology, they can be expected to find the 
technical difficulties others might experience, to be minor. The course was also well adapted 
to using information intensive powerpoints, something which is not the case in many courses.  
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In summary, very good results were gained using very limited resources, both in terms of time 
and equipment, and I agree with the student who summarized his experience with "[Podcasts 
were] very good and I hope this spreads to other courses, since they simplify life for students 
very much. Teachers hopefully want the students to learn as much as possible, and then this 
kind of technology is very helpful". 
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